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The Purple Haze vaporizer is our best design yet! With the computer regulated temperature control built into the handle,
and the red, blue, green status LED's make all the difference: at last - a high quality interactive herbal vaporizer.

Please examine the diagram below to familiarize yourself with the vaporizer:
Also, read this entire document before using this product.
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When the vaporizer is first powered the handle will light blue, indicating it is cold…after 1-2 minutes, the color will
gradually change to purple, and then finally to red, indicating that it is completely hot: when the unit is purple or red it should be
hot enough for use. The control is factory pre-set and is intended to be set-and-forget: it should not require continual adjustment,
and is only there to suit individual circumstances. The vaporizer should be used around normal room temperature (77º F).
The unit is used much like the old classic steamroller of the 70’s. For best results, the bowl should be filled between ¼ to
½ full. Draws should be steady, deep, and somewhat slow, while plugging the carburetor, and near the end of the draw, the
carburetor should be released while still drawing, allowing all the vapor in the tube to be inhaled. It is also suggested that the
sample be preheated with a partial draw, then stirred, and then vaporized with a full draw. When the material stops producing
visible vapor, it is expended. After emptying the spent material out, blowing sharply through the bottom of the bowl can clear the
screen out for the next use.
The bowl and draw tube may be easily cleaned by gently warming them, and then wiping out the residue for the bulk
material followed by rubbing alcohol on a paper towels works well. The screen can be removed by pushing it out from the bottom
of the bowl, and is replaced by inserting it into the top, then using the stirrer to snap it into the recess.
As with any heated device, hazards are always present, so never leave your Purple Haze vaporizer unattended and of course, keep out of reach of children. Your
use or misuse of this product is totally at your discretion and therefore no liability on our part is assumed or implied, either from direct or indirect causes or
situations. Do not power the device with any power source other than the 15 volt 1 amp dc power pack provided. The Purple Haze vaporizer should be unplugged
from the wall receptacle when not in use. Be sure to use the provided heater stand to set the handle on a flat surface. An internal fuse is present to prevent a failure
of the circuit from posing a fire or burn hazard. The heating wand is not to be opened for any reason…there are no user-serviceable parts inside, never insert any
object into the heating wand for any reason. Keep away from flammable/combustible substances and be advised that any substance in the air could be changed by
the heat from this product . This product is not intended for any illegal use. Your use of this product is at your absolute liability.
A 30-day (from purchase) manufacturer warranty is provided only for defects in materials and workmanship, any damage caused by user negligence, error, or
abuse is not covered. It is solely at our discretion to repair or replace the defective unit. In any circumstance, any theory of manufacturer liability shall be solely
limited to the wholesale value that was paid to the manufacturer for that one specific unit. A copy of the original sales receipt is also required for any warranty
claim. If any part of your vaporizer gets broken, contact your retailer for replacement parts. Retailers contact us at mail@PurpleHazeVaporizer.com
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